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Abo��

this Guide
This guide dives deep into the secrets and
events that unravel during the course of Lila’s
Sky Ark. If you, dear reader, haven’t played the
game yet and want to avoid spoilers, now is a
good time to stop reading. Come back when you
get stuck or feel the urge to look into the most
hidden corners of this mysterious world, because
things are not as they seem. Lila’s journey is a
puzzle in itself. By carefully observing the
world and reading every dialog, a deeper story
will unfold.
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The World of

Lil�’s S�� Ar�

The adventure ahead will take
Lila through the four areas of
the Rainbow Ark:
In the Forest, she meets
megalomaniac dung beetles, while
she learns how to move and use
alchemy to defend herself.
High up in the sky floats the
Rainbow Ark. A mysterious
island full of trippy people
and bizarre animals. Ancient
spirits rule the land, massive
cables run down the mountain
edges, and at the center sits a
cozy farm, with a pipe-smoking
supercomputer that controls the
inflow of energy.
Here, Lila wakes up to the
noise of approaching airships.
The island is under attack, and
before Lila knows what is going
on, she needs to gear up and
head out to defend her home.
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The northern Mountain is
inhabited by cyclopean monks,
and bees, which are not the most
cooperative kind of species.
The western part of the island
is still under construction.
Singing dinosaurs have not yet
completed the Sky Shards, so
Lila needs to jump and fly to
make progress.
Below, at the center of the
island, lies the Core: dark and
dangerous tunnels that hold a
secret.

Things are not as they seem, in
Lila’s Sky Ark. Lila’s journey is
a puzzle in itself. By carefully
observing the world and reading
every dialog, a deeper story will
unfold.
A vibrant story about giants in
rocking chairs.
A bittersweet story of a girl
lost at sea.
A short story of letting go.

Anchor
Boss
Spirit
Mailbox
One Way Worm
Rabbit Hole
Dandelion
Pinata
Shopkeeper
Recipe

0

Petal
Mapfragment
Letter to Mom
DFS Glases
Eyeball
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The ���

The ����
7

How to

Pic� ��

Pla�
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The world of Lila’s Sky Ark is filled
with items Lila can pick up. Some can
be used as projectiles, others need to
be taken someplace else or have a
utility function.
Light objects show a yellow line around
them, when you get close. Heavy object
display a purple line, and Lila needs
the Boneroot ability to be able to pick
them up.

Wal���g & Rol���g

Cli���n�

Lila can walk in aany
direction and roll in a
straight line forward,
to avoid enemy attacks.

Use a ladder to get
on top of things, but
know that you need
both hands free to
climb.
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Dro���n� ��em�

Usi�� �b���t�

Bac���c�

Some items can be dropped
just by pressing the
interact-button. Rolling
while holding something
will also drop the
object.
Pots and crates will
break, but don’t worry.
There are plenty of
those.

When holding a projectile
item, hold the interact-button
and an arrow will appear,
allowing Lila to properly aim
at her target. Release the
button to throw the
projectile.

The backpack is Lila’s trusty
adventure companion. It comes
in three sizes, and you can
pack items to use them at a
later time.
While holding an item, press
the backpack-button to stash
it. Press and hold the
backpack-button again, to open
a radial menu and select the
item you want to use.

For other items, pressing the
interact-button will activate
their functionality (e.g. Boot
with a Hat) or Lila might
simply drop them again.

If an item is active in your
quick-select-slot, just tap the
backpack-button to grab it from
the backpack.

Ban����

Jum���g
With the Copper Feather, Lila is
able to jump over small gaps. Press
the roll-button for a second until
the jump marker appears. Release to
make Lila fly through the air.
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After finding the Bansheeability, open your backpack and
select the Banshee face, to turn
into a Banshee. While in this
mode, Lila lights up the
surroundings and can fire
projectiles until the Banshee
energy is depleted.
Select the Banshee face again to
return to your normal form, and
the Banshee energy will fill up
again.

The big flower represents Lila’s health.
When all petals have fallen off, she
wakes up again at the last save point.
Find more petals to increase your
health.
Health

Next Item

Banshee
Energy
Banshee energy
is used to fire
Banshee
projectiles and
illuminate the
darkness. It
replenishes when
Lila returns to
her normal form.

Item Wheel
(What’s in your
backpack)

Backpack Info

Ingredients are
the currency of
the Sky Ark.
They can be
exchanged for
recipes and
other items at
the Ravens'
store, or fed
to the printer
to produce
items.
Ingredients

Notifications
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Use the item wheel to select an item that you
want to grab from your backpack. If there's
more than one of that item stacked, then upon
use, it will keep itself as the next selected
item. The backpack info, on the left, shows
the amount of items and the maximum space of
your backpack.

Ite��
& Stuff

In��ed����s

Sto��’s So��

A pinch of time, a
sprinkle of imagination,
the wing of an antelope,
and some cosmic patience
are having a party.

Contrary to popular opinion, stones
have feelings, too. But only the
most kind-hearted souls can lure
them from their rocky shell.
A projectile with moderate damage.

Spa�� �f P���i�n,
Cog� & Flo��y D���
Use these parts to
activate Doctor-FatherSir.
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Tit�� E��
Make no mistake, the titans are not
gone. You just can’t see them. But that
doesn’t mean that they can’t see you.
A projectile with strong area damage.

Cra���, Bar���s & Pot�

Wit����d Ro��

Once upon a time, there was…
some stuff. The end.
Low damage projectiles, but
useful anyway.

Life has long faded from this flower.
Some Blooderflies still clinch to the
decaying leaves, waiting to be rescued.
Crack one to regain a little health.

Whi�� ���he��� R�se

Hon���r���et

Blooderflies are in a constant
state of limbo, so they drift
towards the eternal white light.
Crack one to regain even more
health.

All that glitters is not gold. Not all
those wandering are lost. Well, this one
is golden and sticky, okay?
Throw this projectile on the floor to
slow down enemies.

De�d ����
The unconscious body of a wisp is
barely more than a rock. Like most
rocks, it can be used for skydiving,
or simply brushing one’s teeth.
A projectile with strong damage.

Flo�� �f L�u��t��
A good laugh is still the most powerful
weapon: it has a wide spread, loads
quickly, and penetrates the wiseacres.
A splitting projectile with little
damage.

Pet��
Your life’s flower
grows, attracting
more Blooderflies.
Collecting these will
allow you to take
more hits.
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Wat����n�
Has it ever occurred to you
that water can be happy?
Waterlings don’t want to be
used as projectiles, but
can be used to power a
giant water wheel.
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Fad��� L�g��

Cop��� Eg�

Is the ship steering toward the
lighthouse, or is the lighthouse
moving the land toward the ship?
Hold up this item to be pointed in
the direction of nearby secrets.

The ancestors of the modern Robosapiens
were much more primitive in their
mechanical evolution, but they were able
to unleash a similar bounce when needed.
Crack one open to release a copperbird
and jump over large gaps.

Pen���r�� S�ar�

Cop��� B�r�

The poor pentagram needs your help:
it’s lost an edge and became a square.
Use this to complete the special
pentagram.

Partridges can fly. Copperbirds
can’t. But they gladly help you try.
Jump further by holding on to a
copperbird.

Fro� ��t� �� Um��el��
Honouring the Gentlefrog codex, Sir
Epiphora will protect all ladies from
sun, rain, and lethal projectiles.
Use the frog’s umbrella to deflect
projectiles.

Bo�t ���h a H��
The old leather wrinkles around the
boot’s rough opening, but it still
carries the youth of its former hero
and will let you run like the wind.
Hold up this item and press the
interaction button, to run faster.

Eye���l
A fast burning kind of fuel for
important people. Like you?
Maybe offer it to the Vvitreous
VVitch?
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Inﬁ�i�� Br���h

Dun���l�

Unlike its siblings, this branch was born
with another level of commitment. Why aim
for the sun if you can grow anywhere?
An extending projectile with strong area
damage.

No offence, but this is out
of control. The longer it
happens, the bigger it gets.
A projectile with increasing
size and damage over
distance.

Liq��� Fe��
Break in case of optimism. Refills your
capacity for darkness. Hard to harvest.
Don’t ask.
Crack one to refill your banshee power.

Whi�� ���r�
Is it a sun? A black hole or a supernova?
Well, seems we’re screwed, anyway.
A delaying projectile with strong area
damage.
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5t� A�t�e�
Grief, rejection, and a life of
solitude are trapped between the
antlers of the rogue stag’s remains,
to be released through a crack.
A very powerful projectile with area
damage.

Rec����
Alchemy recipes can be found all
over the place. Once found, they
can be printed by Drelchemy-330 if
Lila has the right amount of
ingredients.

Pre���t�
These mostly contain
half a pair of glasses.
Who knows for what…

Let���s �� Mo�
The letters contain the
last secret of Lila’s Sky
Ark, but they are hidden
well.
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Navigating

The ����d

Mr. Ki�p���n
Mr. Kiepchen is a ladybug and Lila’s best
friend. He mostly accompanies her on her
journey, pointing out interesting things
along the way as well as glitches in the
Red Code.

Lil�’s T�a���r

Lil�
Lila lives in her trailer on
the Rainbow Ark, happily
cuddling the sheep and
enjoying her time around the
farm. One day the island
comes under attack by the
empire, so the spirits turn
to Lila for help.
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Use the bed in Lila’s trailer at
any time to save your progress. The
chest on the right contains the
letters you have found that might
make for a good night reading.

The ����h���
A scarecrow within a soldier’s
uniform, carrying an umbrella-flower.
He’s herding the sheep and gives Lila
tips about the creatures and places
of the Rainbow Ark.

Dre��h���-330
This mechanical printer is part of the Rainbow
Ark and probably powered directly by DoctorFather-Sir. Its body is that of a huge robot,
with the head of a Slow Loris. With the right
recipes, it spits out powerful items in
exchange for some ingredients.

Doc���-Fat���-Sir
DFS is the central computer of
the island. He is mostly
sentient, smokes a pipe filled
with black berry syrup, and tells
Lila where to go next on her
adventure to save the island.
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Ma�l���es

Map ����d�

All mailboxes are connected
through an invisible net of
wormholes. Use a mailbox to
quickly travel to other
locations.

Distributed across the
island, Lila can find up to
four mysterious, red shards.
These fragments make up the
map of the Rainbow Ark, and
record her path traveled.

En��op�

Vvi����us V����h

This Grim Reaper waits in front of
tough paths and boss-fights, asking
to guard Lila’s soul while she’s
going for the challenge.

This lady is made of
glass. Her lower body
is a giant eyeball,
and she lives in the
lake-house, where she
crafts mono glasses
for her big love. The
witch seems a bit
unhappy. Maybe Lila
can give her some
attention?

When an Entropy statue
is active, Lila will
respawn there after
dying, as long as you
don’t quit the game.
Exiting will always
lead to Lila waking up
in her trailer again.

The �����
The three ravens collect recipes, presents and
other little gifts all around the island and sell
them to Lila for an absurd amount of ingredients.
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Roc���g C��i� ���n�
A huge giant, rocking a
fashionable chair. He’s
very calm, unless you
keep poking him…

Piñat��

Rab��� H�le�

These floating mules want to be
smashed with three projectiles,
before they shower Lila with a
rain of ingredients. Hopefully,
it does not hurt too much…

The rabbit holes
bridge the overworld
and the island’s core.
While it's always fun
to jump in, be aware
that the darkness
below is dangerous.

Dan����on�
These huge flowers
have an evil grin
between their seeds.
Don’t worry though:
if you hold on to
one, they get scared
and take Lila up into
the clouds.
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Red �����r�
Three Red Mirrors are hidden across the
floating island. It seems that they
lead to some very special secrets … if
Lila could just pass through…

Welcome to the

Ra�n��� Ar�

After Lila wakes up at the
edge of the floating
island, a fleet of Noise
ships passes by. Something
dangerous is going on in
this mysterious place.
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Tut���a�
Go right to meet Mr. Kiepchen,
the ladybug. He will guide Lila
through the world, wherever her
presence is needed.

Continue east through the tutorial
tutorial area, pick up and throw
some pots around, and enter the
farm to the north — welcome to the
Rainbow Ark.
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The ����
The first character
you meet is Thomas,
the Scarecrow. He
tells you that,
Doctor-Father-Sir,
the super-computer
who controls the
island, needs to be
booted up, at first.
Go west, past the
mailbox —where you
can pick up the first
Letter to Mom— and
enter the little
trailer.
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Inside is a bed where you
can always save the game, a
chest that stores all the
letters Lila finds on her
journey and the backpack.
Pick it up.

1. Pick up the round cog on the floor
and drop it into the corresponding
socket next to the doctor.

Bo�t �� �he D����r
Exit the trailer and enter the
large farm house at the center of
the farm. Inside you will find the
sleeping Doctor-Father-Sir. You
need to wake him up.
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2. Grab the Spark of Passion from
the left room and also put it
into its socket right of DoctorFather-Sir.

3. The last missing object is the
floppy disk, which was in your
backpack all along. Open the
backpack and set the floppy into
its place to boot up the doctor.

He will explain what’s going
on and lower the eastern
gates for you, opening the
path to the forest.
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Forest adventure ahead!
Hell yeah! Go, go!

Arc 1

The �����t

After Doctor-Father-Sir has
opened the gates, Lila can enter
the forest east of the farm.
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North of the
entrance, you can
listen to the songs
of the Dinosingers
and spot a strange
bridge in the
background that will
be important later.
Defeat a
Unifox by
throwing some
pots at it,
and continue
further along
the path to
find some
sheep and a
piñata.
Return to the
entrance and enter
the cave to the east.
Passing through the
cave, Lila enters the
Dark Forest and meets
a giant monkey…
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The �����t o� �h� T��e�

Sho����pe� R���n
After getting across the
dino-platforms, Lila meets
the first shopkeeper
raven. Talk to him and he
will fly to the farm to
sell recipes and other
goodies to you for a small
(or large) amount of
ingredients.

East of the monkey are
several sleeping
dinosaurs, that Lila has
to wake up to progress
further.
Pick up one of the crates
and throw it at the
flying bell to wake up
the first dinosaur.

Bel�
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In order to reach
the second bell,
Lila has to climb
up the ladder. Be
sure to have a
throwable item in
your backpack
before climbing
and use it to hit
the bell.

The third and forth dinosaurs carry
Lila across a pit, but need to be
woken up in the right order: Throw
a crate at the left bell and hurry
onto the first dinosaur platform.
When the dino starts to move to the
right, throw a second projectile at
the bell on the right. With the
right timing, you can get onto the
last dino and cross the chasm.

Gre��
Cya�

Lila walks a
bit faster

At the edge of the Dark Forest, Lila
can enter the lighthouse located in
the northern area.

The ����t��u��
The lighthouse is one of the central
landmarks on the sky islands, and
Lila will return here several times
throughout her journey. On top of
the lighthouse is the rainbow
machine. The rainbow machine has
three switches, red, green and blue.
The red switch is currently broken
and will need to be fixed later in
the adventure.
Each combination fires a different
color into the sky and changes
Lila’s hair color, as well. Each
hair color gives Lila a new skill:
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Roses heal
double

Blu�
Pots drop double
ingredients

Yel���
Reduced
cooldown
between rolls

Red
Lila can
enter red
mirrors

Pur���
NPCs drop items
with higher
probability

Whi��
Spawns a rainbow on
the map, revealing
the pot of gold

Vvi����us V����h

Lila meets the Vvitreous
VVitch at the foot of the
lighthouse. The Vvitreous
VVitch always seeks attention
and rewards Lila with
ingredients and other goodies
for every attention eyeball
you throw in front of her.

Six attention eyeballs are
located in the forest area,
but they are much more to be
found elsewhere. Check the
map to find out where.
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Inﬁ�i�� Br���h Re����
Notice the flying bell hidden behind
this tree?! Hit it with a Titan’s
Eye or another long range projectile
to activate a dino-platform. Solve
the dino-platform puzzle (it’s not
that hard ҽ ) in the next room to
obtain the recipe for the Infinite
Branch, one of the most powerful
projectiles you can find in the
game.

Continuing along the path
south of the lighthouse,
you can find a new letter,
a mailbox, a piñata and the
forest map shard in the
lower caves. The map shard
allows you to see the full
forest map. Exiting the
lower caves to the west
leads Lila to the lake
area.
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That’s me!

Kin� ����l

& t�e �h��� Ro��l ����er�
East of the lake, Lila meets King Balal sitting on a
giant ball of dung. He wants to reach the horizon,
but somehow his three Royal Rollers have gone
missing. Find the Royal Rollers in the surrounding
area and carry them back to the king.

Don’t miss the present
in the lake-house.
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Also remember the golden
video-game rule: there’s
always something hidden
behind a waterfall.

One W�� ���m�
West of the lake area, Lila meets Thomas again and finds a
strange, yellow creature lying on the ground. The One Way
Worm’s big body blocks the path back to the farm. To get
rid of the worm, pick up his head and pull him from his
hole. After enough pulling, the worm will wake up and
retreat back into his hole. Once the worm is removed, you
can use this path as a quick way to travel back and forth
between areas.
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For��� B�t��e P�t�
After King Balal has made its way towards
the creator, Lila can enter the Dung Beetle
Village where a ladder leads down into the
first battle path, where her fighting
skills will be challenged.

Further down you
can stock up on
projectiles and
health items and
enter a cave
where Lila meets
Entropy …
Bring some pots and Stone Souls and make
your way past the first two Unifoxes, but
beware of the Ninja Tree that fires from
above — Collecting the Titan’s Eye may
come with a price!
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Behind the cave, Lila
has to get past two
waves of Soldiers of
Noise that attack her
furiously. If you've run
out of ammunition, you
can use the Mini Printer
to stock up and even
find an Infinite Branch
on top of the hill.

Min�
Pri���r

En��op�
Entropy prefers the company
of Lila’s soul compared to
that of other living beings.
Whenever you leave that part
of Lila with Entropy, if you
die in the immediate area,
you’ll revive here instead
of back at Lila’s bed.
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Tub� ����i�r
Spe�� ���di��
Their short, quick
attacks will
definitely leave a
mark if you get too
close. Consider
attacking from a
distance and keep a
watchful eye so you
don’t get poked.

This soldier uses their low, rumbly
tones to attack you from afar. Strafe
or roll around them to avoid their
notes, and get in a well-timed attack
while they catch their breath.

Hit the bell at the end of
the battle path and use
the dinosaur platform to
leave the battle path and
meet the Spirit of the
Trees once again.
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The 1s� Ai�s���
The arrival of the first
airship has The Drummer’s
noise threatening the
forest. You’ll want to
have a stocked inventory
before you begin the
battle. Be sure to hit
Entropy’s checkpoint here
before you take him on.
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The ����m��
The Drummer is the first
main boss Lila has to
face and attacks in two
phases. Initially, he
sits on his throne in the
center of the room and
attacks with cymbals or
laser beams from his
toms. You’ll want to
dodge the attacks and
throw projectiles at the
Drummer’s body in between
attacks. From time to
time, the Drummer raises
his massive bass drums,
shaking the room and
dropping fresh attack
items and Withered Roses.
Quickly collect those,
but be careful not to get
hit by any follow-up
attack.
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After each drumroll over the
toms, his lasers
align in a 5-star
pattern. Stand in
between the gaps
and the lasers
will miss.

Don’t dwell for
too long in front
of the Drummer, or
he will fire a
massive blast from
his snare drum.
When he hits his
cymbals, quickly
walk or roll from
left to right or
vice versa to
dodge the fast
flying discs.

When Lila has damaged the
Drummer enough, he will break
the back window and start to
fly through the arena. He will
follow Lila and try to hit her
with a blast from his snare.
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The best strategy is to wait until the Drummer gets
close to Lila. When he hits his snare, roll and run up
or either to either the left or right side of him to
dodge the blast. Grab an item from your backpack or
the floor and throw it at the Drummer. Repeat the
process until the drummer gives up and drops the Bone
Root.

Bon� ��o�
The Bone Root is the first ability in the game and
allows Lila to pick up and carry heavy objects,
like heavy bones, big pots and Bee Queens.
With the Bone Root, Lila can
pick up the heavy tom stacks
that block the exit of the
Drummer’s airship and return to
the island's surface. Get back
to the monkey to report your
victory.
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Afterwards, return to
Doctor-Father-Sir to
receive a new quest
or explore the forest
a bit more. Some
secrets might be
hidden behind heavy
objects.

Ret��� t� ��e F�r�
& t�e S���re C��

Back at the farm, remove the heavy
bone to reach the square cog and
plant it into the empty socket on
the right side of Doctor-FatherSir. The doctor will lower a second
pair of gates and open the path to
the northern mountains and give you
a new objective.

Op�i���l Qu���

H3N�-X, t�e R���t ��o�t ����s��� & t�e F���n� Li�h�
With the Bone Root available, you can
return to the room east of where you met
the monkey for the first time. Notice a
special large pot in the upper, left
corner? Within is H3ND-X, the rocking
ghost robot, who wants Lila to take him to
the lighthouse. Pick up the pot and make
your way east, across the dino platforms
once more. Go up to the top of the
lighthouse and drop the pot there, to
watch H3ND-X play a guitar solo for Lila.
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Afterwards, the ghost asks you to return him
to his home at the graveyard, which lies
southeast of the map. Carry the pot through
the lake area, across the sunken bridge and
further south to reach the graveyard. Drop
it near the H3ND-X-statue, and he will open
a cave for you, containing the recipe for
the Fading Light.
Around the graveyard,
the Fading Light can
reveal the locations
of a letter and an
attention eyeball.
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Up, up into the mountain we go!
Good air!

Arc 2

The �����a�n

After Doctor-Father-Sir has
opened the second pair of
gates, Lila can enter the
mountain region north of the
farm by climbing a long
ladder.
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Reaching the top,
a new enemy will
attack:

Not ���l��’

Roc�’n’Rol���
The Rock’n’Rollers have a
thick skin and attack by
curling up and dashing fast
at Lila. Dodge the attack
by quickly rolling to the
side and attack the rollers
with a Titan’s Eye or
Infinite Branch.

Rol���’
Progress to the northwest
and meet a giant, but very
funny elephant — the Spirit
of the Mountain.
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The �����t o� �h� M�u����n

South of the elephant, Lila can remove a heavy bone
to enter a cave with a rabbit hole. Enter the rabbit
hole to get to the island’s core.

Det��� �h�o��h ��� Cor�
The core is dark and inhabited by creepy shadow creatures.
The Beyonds are indestructible and do double damage, so don’t
let them touch you. Since they are scared of light, and will
not leave the shadows, quickly roll through the dark areas
and collect the map shard of the mountain region in the
middle of the room. Take another rabbit hole at the end to
return to the surface.
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Tem��� �f ��e F��l�
The Mountain Temple is the central
hub of the mountain region and
inhabited by the Monks of the Field,
who protect the Unified Field.
The region contains three eyeballs,
one letter, a mailbox and another
raven shopkeeper that sells some
powerful recipes. Check the map to
see their locations.
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Be� �r���e
In the northwest, a
large chasm keeps
Lila from progressing
further into the
mountain region. The
mighty Bee-Bridge is
not active, yet.

How �� ��e?

Be� ��z��e
Par� 1

1. With the power
of the Boneroot,
pick up a heavy
Queen-Bee.

Southeast of the
temple, Lila will
meet the bees. Don’t
worry, they are
friendly; but that
doesn't mean, that
they will let you
pass that easily.
Each beehive is a
puzzle, in which
Lila needs to carry
a couple of QueenBees from one nest
to another. The
queens will send out
signals to their
fellow workers to
move platforms and
open gates.
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2. Throw Queen-Bee into a nest
and cool bee-things happen.

This first one is simple:
just pick up the queen from
its nest, wait until the
Bee-Platform arrives, cross
it and place the queen into
the nest on the right side.

Be� ��z��e
Par� 2

The second part of the
Bee-Puzzle is much more
complicated. There are
two bee-gates at the
top, and Lila needs to
carry two Queen-Bees
across multiple
platforms.

2. Quickly pick up the
queen, leave the moving
platform, and place her on
the second one at the top.
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1. Pick up the first queen and
place her on the left platform.
Ride the platform to the top.

3. Now use the first Queen-Bee to
ride down, activate the fourth
platform, and leave for the
second queen.

4. With the second queen,
ride up the very first beeplatform…

6. Now Lila can track back to the
first queen, and step by step
return her to the center of the
room.
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5. … then drop her into
the nest to the left.
This opens the first
Bee-Gate.

7. Finally place the second
Queen-Bee in the uppermost
nest, to open the second
gate. Congratulations!

Did you note the petal up
on this little ledge? Lila
can’t reach it, yet, but
don’t forget it, ok?

Be� ��z��e
Par� 3

Upon entering the
third part of the Bee
Puzzle you can spot
two Bee-Gates and one
Queen.

1. Climb the right ladder to find
a second Queen on top (also notice
the Mighty Bee Bridge resting and
another piñata).

3. Climb down the ladder again and
pick up the active queen to make
the platform with the second queen
return.
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2. Grab the Queen and drop her
onto the Bee-Platform on the
right.

4. Drop the first queen anywhere,
pick up the second from the
platform and plant her into the
nest to open the gate close by.

5. Pick up the first queen again
and use her to open the second
gate on the left.

6. Go up and talk to the right
head of the mighty Bee-Bridge to
activate it. Now Lila can progress
further into the mountains.
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z��z�e��e M�g��y Be�-Bri���

Mo�n��i� B�t��� Pat�
Upon crossing the chasm with the
Mighty Bee-Bridge, Lila finds
another Entropy checkpoint and
enters the second battle path.
Here, she gets attacked by more
Rock’n’Rollers, so use the same
tactics from earlier and make
your way to the east and then
south.
Notice the
piñata at
the far
right edge …
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Mo�n��i� G��n�
Continuing to the south, Lila enters a large room
with a massive Giant looming in the background.
Continuing on the path, the giant tries to grab
and take her back to the entrance of the room.
To dodge the attack, wait until the shadow of the
giant’s hand turns red. Then quickly press the
roll button. If the timing is right, the hand will
miss. Be careful with the ladder, though, and
dodge one grab attack before, to have enough time
to climb down.
Stock up at the mini printer at the end of the
room, since more battles await…
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Notice another path
down, you cannot
reach yet. We’ll get
here later.

Dru� ���d�e�

Aba���n�� Be���ve
West of the giant, Lila
discovers an old bee
hive swarmed by the
Soldiers of Noise,
including a new type:
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The Drum Soldier tries
to jump onto Lila from
afar. Be careful when
they leap into the air
and quickly dart away
from your current
position. Then return
fire with a Stone’s
Soul or Flock of
Laughter.

After crossing the
old bee-hive, go
south to activate
another mailbox and
up north to meet the
Spirit of the
Mountain again. The
second airship awaits
to the right.

Dro�� ���di��
These soldiers can
unleash their noise
from far away and
from out of your
immediate sight.
Keep an eye to the
skies and take them
down fast!

The 2n� Ai�s���
Upon entering the second airship, Lila is met
with a set of new challenges. Next to the known
soldiers, she is attacked by flying drones that
shoot projectiles at her from all sides. Also,
there are moving platforms she has to use to
cross the pits. At the end of the airship, you
can stock up at another printer and save at
Entropy before meeting the second boss.
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Qu�c� ���
Quick tip: Take
your time, bring
enough projectiles
and get rid of the
flying soldiers
before stepping
onto the platforms.

The �����et�
Lila has to defeat the
four members of the
quartet over several
rounds. At first, each
member will come down
from their pedestal and
challenge Lila alone.
This is your best chance
to study each individual
pattern. You also have
enough time to get some
items from the mini
printers left and right
of the arena — luckily,
it’s free.

Don’t let items pile up, though! It can be
hard to grab what you’re wanting if you
make a big mess! You may want to spread
items out over the battlefield during the
solo fights for an easy pick up during the
later phases. Prepare and plan well!
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Vi�l�
Vi�l���
Both Violins are
fast and attack
in close combat,
so don’t let them
get too close.

The Viola fires three
projectiles from afar
and shies away from
close combat. Pierce
it with some Infinite
Branches.

Cel��
The Cello is slow,
but beware of its
strong area attack.
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During the second wave, the quartet will
attack in pairs of two and finally all
members will go at you all together. Try
to avoid as many attacks as possible and
focus your counter-attacks on one member
at the time. Make good use of area
attacks like Titan’s Eyes, Flocks of
Laughter and White Dwarfs to hit several
enemies at the same time, and you will
defeat the quartet in no time, receiving
the Copper Feather as a reward.

Cop��� F�at���
With the Copper Feather in her hair, Lila can
jump. Return to the large room with the drone
soldiers, but instead of going back across
the moving platform, jump from platform to
platform on the left side. Make your way back
to the anchor, leave the airship, and talk to
the Partridge again.
Return to the farm to get an update on
your quest from Doctor-Father-Sir.

Remember: With the new
jump ability, Lila can get
to lots of new places, so
return to the Bee Puzzle
room and grab the petal
from the previously
unreachable platform.
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Jump, fly, freedom!
Towards the Sky Shards!

Op�i���l Qu���

Fo�l’s B�i�g� & t�e D��g���l
In the southwest of the temple, Lila can find a bridge
with a warning sign next to it. If you ignore the
warning and step onto the bridge, it will crash and
drop Lila into the Core.

Go south and quickly dodge through the dark
areas to not get attacked by the Beyonds.
Further down, pull a one way worm on the
nose, to open a way to get back to the
surface.
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If you feel adventurous,
return to the lower part
of the dark room in the
center. Notice a light
area on the east side?
Quickly roll through the
dark area to find a lost
dung-beetle and an
Entropy.
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Bring enough Withered
Roses and projectiles
because the task ahead
might be challenging.
Make your way past the
two Egos and climb down
the ladder. More Egos
await with little
movement space.

At the end of the path,
you can find another
letter and meet King
Balal once again, who
also sells you the
Dungball recipe.
Hint: Egos are very strong
and invincible, but will
not attack Lila when she
looks directly at them.
Use that to your advantage
and throw projectiles at
them, to stun them for a
moment.

Op�i���l Qu���

Dar� ����ta�� & t�e 5t� A�t�e�
To get to the other side of the
broken bridge, return to the room
in the core, south of where you
landed after breaking the bridge.
Exit the room to the west and climb
up a large ladder. Beware of the
creature in the dark. On top, you
will find a rabbit hole, that takes
you to the Dark Mountain region. Go
east to open a one way worm and
south to grab another petal.
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In the western area of the Dark
Mountains Lila finds a large pit
and strange machine below. To
get across the chasm you have to
raise the mighty antler bridge.
To do so, collect eleven
Waterlings and put them into the
funnel of the machine. You can
find some in the surrounding
area, but most of them hop
around at the farm.

When the bridge is
raised to the top,
cross it and collect
the recipe of the
5th Antler on the
other side — the
strongest projectile
in the game and a
real boss killer.

Arc 3

The ��� �ha��s

After returning to the farm, DoctorFather-Sir will reveal a third airship
on the map. This time, Lila has to
travel to the Sky Shards, to drive the
soldiers away. Exit the farm on the
western side, to find a big dinosaur
blowing some wind. Jump over the pit
to enter the new territory
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Squ����l-Fli��
Make your way across the
floating planks, travel
westwards and fight off
the Squirrel-Flies. Be
careful though, despite
them being weak, they
appear in great numbers.

… and how could
we get to the
petal, here?
You can collect a
new gift in the
southern part.
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Go up north to reach another wind dinosaur
and a large pit. Jump diagonally into the
wind jet and let the stream carry you down
onto the platform.

Cop��� B�r�
A strange egg lies in the center of
the room. Pick it up and throw it on
the floor to watch a Copperbird hatch
from the egg. While holding onto the
Copperbird Lila’s jump distance
increases dramatically, allowing you
to get across the large gap.
Take the dandelion to fly up.
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Make your way across some
more platform and take the
dino jets into account,
when planing your jumps.
Meet the Spirit of the Air,
a giant partridge, in the
next room.

Hint: Use a Boot with
a Hat to run against
the dino jet and grab
the eyeball.

The �����t o� �h� S��

After taking another dandelion to fly back down onto
the surface, go west and enter the rabbit hole, to
collect the map of the sky shard area. You can also
open a one way worm further to the right.

Hint: In the next
room, you can find a
new petal behind the
cracked wall.

Return to the surface and continue to the
north to reach the construction site.
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Con��r����on S���
Hug� ���

Foreman Beet tries to
build a newer, bigger
super computer similar to
Doctor-Father-Sir, but
progress is slow, since
the worker dinos sleep
most of the time. So he
asks Lila to finish the
task.

Ser��u�
Pas����

For���� Be�t
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Take the dandelion next to the unfinished
supercomputer up to find two sleeping
dinos. Wake them up by throwing projectiles
at all bells, which opens two new paths at
the construction site. Use Titan’s Eyes or
Infinite Branches for the far away bells.

Con��r����on

Return to the
construction
site.

Par� 1

Con��r����on
Par� 2

1. Take
side of
several
them to

the second path on the eastern
the construction site to get to
moving platforms. Jump across
reach a big spark of passion.

Take the newly opened path to the
north to find another wind dino
and a giant cog. Carrying the cog
directly through the jet is
impossible, but Lila can use the
two heavy bones to set up a windfree-passage. Carry the cog back
to the construction site and set
it into the corresponding mount.
2. Drop it onto the sleeping dino
platform and throw a crate at the
bell, to ride downwards together
with the big spark.
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3. Return it to its proper place
at the construction site. The
super computer will activate and
open a new path to the north.

Hint: Pull a one way worm
east of the area, to open a
shortcut back to the farm.

North of the construction site Lila meets another
shopkeeper raven that sells her the largest backpack
and the map to the core, among other things. Stock up
before you head into the next battle path.
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Sk� ��ar�� B�t��� Pat�
Make your way upwards, past a bunch of Squirrel-Flies and take the
dandelion up into the airspace. The following area swarms with
Soldiers of Noise so bring enough firepower. Take your time and
pick off one soldier after the other. Make your way across the
flying platforms to the left and take the dandelion down to the
surface.
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If you are low on
projectiles, use the mini
printer and stock up
before fighting more
soldiers along the way.
At the end of the battle
path, activate another
mailbox and talk to the
Partridge again, before
entering the third
airship. If you need to
stock up, take the
mailbox back to the farm.
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Hint: If you carry an Infinite Branch
with you, you can take a little detour
to the south and activate a bell and
dino platform to get to another petal.
Lila needs all the health she can get
before challenging the next boss.

The 3r� Ai�s���
As soon as Lila enters the third airship, she
will get attacked by a punchy hovership. The
ship cannot be destroyed, so you better run.
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Make your way down and then left across
the flying platform, continue on the
path down and right. When the hovership
gets too close, you can throw a crate or
item at it, to stun it for a moment.

Cross the large piano roll at the
end of the next room and watch
what a little disharmony does to
your pursuer. Save at Entropy and
prepare yourself for the Pianist.

The ����i�t
Lila has to battle the
Pianist over two rounds. In
the first round, he will walk
through the room and shoot
barrages of projectiles at
Lila. The projectile patterns
will change depending on his
position. Dodge as good as
possible and answer the
attacks with your own items
in between his attacks. Also
be aware of the giant
projectiles that fire from
the large organ pipes on the
far edges of the arena.
Step onto the three large
piano keys in the center
of the room when you’re
running low on ammo, and
items will drop from the
sky.
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Hint: If you find it hard to
dodge the Pianist’s projectile
patterns, get yourself a Frog
with an Umbrella to block his
noise.

After some hits, the pianist will
pull back to his piano and break
the floor below Lila. Jump from
piano key to piano key during
this round, and don’t let the
projectiles from the organ hit
you. Pick up items that fall from
the sky, throw them back at the
Pianist, and he will give up in
no time and drop the Banshee
Streak.

Ban���� St�e��
The Banshee ability allows Lila
to tap into her dark side and
fire screams at her enemies. The
surrounding light cone also help
to explore the dark areas of the
core and scare away some dark
creatures as well.

Ban���� Sc�e��
Screaming like a banshee even
wakes up sleeping titans.
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Jump onto the flying platform
on the left side of the arena,
and shoot Banshee projectiles
at the large titan statue, to
push it to the left. Continue
into the next room and use the
Banshee projectiles on the
second titan once more.
Leave the airship, talk to
the Spirit Partridge again,
laugh at her joke, and
return to the farm. DoctorFather-Sir awaits with
concerning news.
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Don’t forget to explore: with
your new ability, you can now
reach almost every corner of the
map, including the nearby Egg
Village.

The realm of the Hare
is dark and dangerous.

Arc 4

The ����

With the Banshee
ability, Lila can
finally explore the
last area. Enter
the core through
the greenhouse
rabbit hole. Down
in the darkness,
activate the
Banshee to lighten
the surrounding and
chase the dark
creatures away.
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Not�
Before you go on, right now might be the right time to
stock up on powerful items. There are many more recipes,
health-petals, letters and eyeballs to be found. And
with all of Lila’s abilities unlocked, she is now able
to reach them.
Did you buy everything valuable from the ravens? Maybe
there are some sidequests, that are still unresolved?
Just consult previous pages of this guide, or explore
the maps for rooms you haven’t visited, yet.
When your backpack is replenished and you feel confident
enough, let’s head down into the core: the realm of the
hare, and the final challenge.
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The E���r�e��� B�yo��
All over the Core, the Experiences
Beyond roam. The mutants are not
only creepy, but also invulnerable
to projectiles and attack very hard.
They fear the light, though…

Tit��’s Pa��
To get to the
conductor’s airship,
Lila has to push two
sleeping Titan’s off
the bridge in the
core’s center. One
each can be reached
through passages
east and west of the
entrance.
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First, go south and west to reach another Titan statue.
Use the Banshee to push it upwards and continue to the
north. Several soldiers will try to stop you, so be
prepared for a tough fight. At the end of the corridor,
fire Banshee projectiles from the ledge towards the
lower Titan and push it to the right.

Return to the entrance and
take the path to the east
to find another Titan at a
staircase. Push it to the
side with the Banshee and
meet the Spirit of the Deep
above — a giant hare, ready
for a fight.

The �����t o� �h� C��e

Hint: Grab the petal in the
dark area, west of the
staircase. For the upcoming
fights, Lila needs all the
health she can find.

Return to the entrance
and cross the now open
bridge. The conductor’s
airship is up ahead…
and crashes immediately…

Continue westwards and follow the path
up. More soldiers await, including the
terrifying Cello. If you run out of
ammo, you can always activate the
Banshee to defeat the enemies. At the
end of the path is another ledge. Push
the upper Titan to the left, but be
careful to not hit the lower one. The
bridge is now open.
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The Hare did some work for you,
but the biggest challenge lies
in front.
Continue on the path, save at
Entropy and pull the one way
worm to the left, to open a
shortcut back to the stable of
the farm. Return there and
stock up if you need to —
Withered Roses and some of the
stronger projectiles will be of
great use. Return to the core
and go north to face the
conductor.
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The �����c�o�
The Conductor is the hardest boss in
the game and challenges Lila over
four rounds.
Initially, she will not participate
in the fight and just send five
soldiers towards Lila. Deal with them
in the usual way.
After the five soldiers are defeated,
the Conductor will join the fight and
start to attack Lila with her fists.
Dodge the down strikes with your roll
and answer quickly by throwing your
own projectiles at her. When the fists
hit the ground, new items will drop
from the sky — grab some, if you’re
out of projectiles. You can also use
your Banshee cry to attack the
conductor and refill your energy with
the Liquid Fear, that drops as well.
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After a couple of hits, the
Conductor will enter phase
three and start to spawn more
soldiers into the arena. Take
your time and continue dodging.
Be especially aware of spawned
drum soldiers, since they can
jump very far and are hard to
spot while in the air.
During the final phase,
the conductor will switch
off the lights to make it
even harder for Lila to
dodge the attacks.
Quickly turn into the
Banshee, to make your own
light, and reactivate the
light-poles. Continue the
fight until the Conductor
runs out of energy and
drops to the ground.
The battle is won, but
not the war.
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Hint: Concentrate your attacks mostly
on the Conductor and ignore the
spawned soldiers as much as possible,
since they will respawn all the time.
A well-placed White Dwarf or 5th
Antler will clear the arena for some
time, though, if you need some space.

Sheep...

Epi����e

The E��?
Even after the danger of the soldiers of
noise is eliminated, the island is not at
peace yet, since the spirits are not united.
Lila has to go on a final quest, to restore
the unity.
This requires a revisit to many of the island’s
areas, where you will solve several puzzles to be
able to reach the final ending. The epilogue tasks
can be done in arbitrary order, and most of them
during the main quest as well.

Lib����in� �h� H��e
Mr. Kiepchen awaits in the machine
room, behind the Conductor’s arena.
There is also a mysterious Red
Mirror, as well as a big carrot
with a mustache. The carrot is
obviously intended for the Spirit
of the Deep, so pick it up and
return to the big rabbit. Drop it
in front of him and the spirit will
vanish.

Mas����ne C����t
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Lig��m����r

& t�e L��� �il��� J�r
Take a deep look into the red
mirror. You can see, that Lila’s
reflection has red hair, but
visiting the lighthouse earlier,
the red color was inactive. Return
to the old beehive in the mountain
area and jump over the pit. Below
you will find a large hole in the
floor. Climb down the ladder.
Make your way to the
west, past the Beyonds
and to the north to
meet the Lightmother,
who controls the flow
of light to the
lighthouse. She is out
of red, but maybe there
is some left in the
painter’s house.
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Return to the previous room
and go down to take a rabbit
hole up into the Painter’s
house. Pick up the love filled
jar (it’s very red). There is
also another letter in the
room to the east.

Return the Love
filled Jar to the
Lightmother, and she
will activate the
red switch of the
lighthouse. Four
more hair colors are
available now: red,
purple, yellow and
white.

Hint: Setting the color to
white at the lighthouse,
spawns a rainbow. Its end is
marked on the map. I wonder
what might be at the end of
the rainbow?
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The �*?

The �����er

& t�e R�� ��r�o�s
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Set your hair color to red and
return to the machine room in the
core — you can take the shortcut
through the farm stable. Enter the
red mirror and meet the Painter. He
will draw a picture of every spirit
animal that has been liberated.

Behind each Red Mirror, Lila will
find strange places and meet Mr.
Kiepchen, who will show her how to
get the spirit fruits for each
animal. From now on, the locations
of the mirrors and of all spirit
animals are shown on the map.

Liberating the Hare was easy, but
getting the spirit fruits for the
other animals is much trickier. To
help Lila liberate the spirits,
there are three more red mirrors
hidden in the world. Their
locations are:

Jump behind the waterfall near the
sunken bridge.

Break the porous wall in the
old beehive.

Move the heavy bone at the
sheep pasture

Op�i���l Qu���

The ����� �et���
After beating the Conductor
and fulfilling your main
task you can return to
Doctor-Father-Sir. He is
very proud of you and opens
a Red Mirror after talking
through all dialogs. Enter
the Red Mirror to find the
letter from dad.
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Lib����e t�� M��ke�

The lady will ask Lila to look
after her husband, who has gone
mad lately. Grab the pentagram
shard and find the sleeping
Lord Wisp south of the farm
behind a heavy bone. Drop the
shard into the missing edge of
the big pentagram on the floor.
Lord Wisp will wake up and
start a fight.

After returning the fifth eyeball to
the Vvitrious Vvitch, she will give
you the hint, that there is a special
wisp in the forest that needs your
attention. This one is located north
of the small cave and wears a little
crown. It also doesn’t hurt Lila,
when she gets too close.

When you get near to the wisp, it
will leave its regular path and
travel south through the cave and
further towards the east. Escort
the wisp and don’t let it get too
far away, or it will return to
its initial position. When the
wisp reaches the forest well, it
will turn into the Lady Wisp and
drop a pentagram shard.
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Lor� ���p
Lord Wisp will wander through the
arena, drop little wisps and attack
Lila when she gets too close. He
will also start a bounce attack from
time to time and drop new items from
the sky. So don’t get too close and
use long range projectiles against
him. Concentrate on dodging during
the bounce attack, since the Lord is
then invincible anyway.
With every successful hit, Lord Wisp
will move faster and faster until he
finally gives up and drops the
spirit banana.
Deliver the spirit banana to
the monkey in the southeast,
thus liberating the second
spirit.

He�r�-Sha���
Ban���
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Lib����e t�� E��p�a�t
Go to the temple in the mountains
and visit the hut in the southeast
corner. In there, a priest wants to
have a staring contest with you.
Face him for 20 seconds, and he will
give you the hint, that the CatSlug-God only appears at the shrine
when it rains.
Hint: If the fight is too
tough, you can always exit
the arena and return later.

Cat-Slu�-God
The Cat-Slug-shrine is located west of the room where
Lila first met the spirit elephant. Jump over the pits to
get there and wait until it starts to rain. The Cat-SlugGod will appears and start spitting little Cat-Slugs and
other items at Lila. Dodge the little Cat-Slugs and pick
and throw the items back at the God. Use Titan’s Eyes or
other area items to get rid of the slugs, when the pack
gets too big and is about to corner you.
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After enough hits,
the Cat-Slug-God will
give up and drop the
Sad Peanut.
If you bring the Sad
Peanut to the Spirit
of the Mountains, he
will complain, that
he only likes happy
things, so Lila needs
to find a way to make
the peanut happy.

Sad ����u�
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The ����
Return to the farm.
North of the main
building is a little
snail —which looks
very much like a CatSlug— behind a heavy
bone. Remove the bone
and talk to it. The
snail will challenge
you to a race around
the farm.

Since the Snail is very fast,
you cannot beat it without help.
However, with the speed boost
Lila gets from a Boot with a
Hat, you can win the challenge
easily. If you haven’t found the
recipe, yet, look in the area
east of Lord Wisp’s arena.

After the race is won, the
Snail will explode, ripping
a hole in the ground that
leads to a large cauldron.

Ca�l���n
Throw the Sad Peanut into
the cauldron, and it will
spit out the Happy Peanut.
Give it to the elephant to
liberate his spirit.

Tra��f����ti���

Hap�� ���nu�
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Lib����e t�� P��t�i�g�
After acquiring the Banshee
ability, return to the spot where
you found the Boot with a Hat
recipe, behind the sleeping Lord
Wisp. Notice a sleeping Titan on
the eastern side? Push it to the
right with your Banshee cry to
enter a room with a large lake.
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Take the boat to paddle
to the far right jetty
and continue to meet the
Wanderer. He wants Lila
to take Bolshie for a
walk, so pick him up and
head back to the boat.
While walking around,
Bolshie will pull
towards sheep and crates
and eat them — he’s very
hungry. Feed him enough
of those, and he will
drop the Worming Light.
Return it to the
Partridge to liberate
the last animal.

Wor���g
Lig��

Fin���
With all four spirit
animals liberated,
Lila can return to
the Painter in the
core. He will draw
all the animals and
spawn a little red
glowing triangle.
Activate the
triangle for the
finale.
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The E��
Thank you, for reading.
Thank you, for playing.
All art by
Günther Beyer
Milica Monai
Lisa Marie Barth
Mr. Magic the Beetle

Cre����es

of the Rainbow Ark

All around the Rainbow Ark,
colorful creatures crawl, fly
and bounce around. Most are
friendly and try to help out,
but some bring a serious
temper. They will challenge
Lila for a fight, or at least
try to badger her. Don’t let
them push you around, but
beware the underground
dwellers: the shadows from
the core are dangerous, and
they won’t hesitate to devour
your soul.
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Cat-Slu�

Wis�

Those purring slugs creep
around in the mountain
region. If they bite Lila,
don’t worry, they just want
to play.

Tiny flames that roam the
forest. They are not really
unfriendly, but touching
them will hurt Lila
nonetheless.

Mon�� �f ��� Fi�l�
The monks are actually pineal
glands that meditate at the
unified field, extracting
cosmic energy and channeling
it back to the island’s core.
Wild stuff.
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Wat����n��
These tiny splashes of water bounce
around the Rainbow Ark, doing nothing
more than enjoying themselves, watering
the lawn, and spinning a mysterious
water wheel that raises a bony bridge.

Kin� ����l & t�e D��g��e�l� C���
The dungbeetles try to
build a tower to the
heavens, made of … dung.
Lila meets them after
the forest-lake, since
their king got a little
megalomaniac, and his
minions deserted.

Uni���
A fox with a unicornhorn. This little guy
is quite aggressive,
so tame them with two
boxes or a Stone’s
Soul.
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She��
Sheep. They are soft and square,
and come mostly in white with the
occasional black specimen. Very
few are even blue, pink, or
yellow-striped … not kidding.
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Ego

H3N�-X

These guys are big fans of Lila,
since they change their hair color
to match her’s. Maybe the creepy
kind of fans, though, since they
track her down and explode, when
Lila turns her back on them.

Lila finds this hard rocking
robot ghost in a vase in the
forest. He promises a
personalized guitar-solo if
she helps him get up to the
lighthouse.

Squ����lﬂ�
The Squirrelflies are very cute,
until they sting Lila with the
pointy tail. Try to jump away
from their swarms, or bring some
Flocks of Laughter to the fight.

Gri��l� Bo��c�
They are big, they are round,
they are fluffy, and they can’t
stop rolling. Try not to get
rolled over by them, ok?
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The E���r�e���s B��o�d
These creepy shadows dwell in
the core. They are invulnerable
to projectiles, but they fear
the light. Try to outrun their
glowing eyes if you need to
cross the darkness.

Nin�� ���e & Rab��� �f Do��
This being of pure evil hides in the
trees, just to attack Lila when she
passes by. Hit back with a Titan
Eye, and it will drop an Infinite
Branch.
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Roc� ’n’ Rol���

Lig��m����r

These young and wild mountain
giants are looking for
trouble. They try to start a
violent mosh-pit with Lila,
anytime they meet. Don’t let
them, except you enjoy
getting roughed up.

A sea-devil below the
earth in charge of
creating all the world’s
colors. It spawns little
light-children tadpoles,
if Lila asks her nicely.

Gar����n & Fun���
The conjoined twin-bees atop the mountain
carry a huge bridge on their shared back.

Qu��n �e�
The queens command the bee-workers, bee-platforms and
bee-gates. Sometimes Lila helps to organize the beehive by moving the queens to where they are needed
most. This is no easy task, since they are quite
heavy.
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Monolith of Minds are Richi & Günther Beyer
monolithofminds.com

Graffiti Games are Alex Josef, Alex Van
Lepp, Atheynee Arnold, Andy Messner, Justen
Andrews, Meighan Baldwin, Chris Gyselinck,
Harry Staub, Audrey Drake Rigg & Anthony
Salter
graffitigames.com

